We think these books might be of interest as you delve into various aspects of performance studies. Thanks to the faculty and students who helped put this list together! Use the call number listed after each title and author to find the book on our library shelves.

### Movement & Dance

**Authentic movement** / Mary Starks Whitehouse - WM 450.5 .D2 W593a 1999


**The geometry of movement: a study in the structure of communication** / Ellen Goldman - O/S BF 637 .N66 G63 1999

**Writing dancing in the age of postmodernism** / Sally Banes - GV 1623 .B36 1994

### Performance Arts

**Beyond culture** / Edward T. Hall - HM 258 .H29 1989

**Performance studies: an introduction** / Richard Schechner - PN 2041 .A57 S34 2006

**The culture of denial : why the environmental movement needs a strategy for reforming universities and public schools** / C. A. Bowers - GE 70 .B677 1997


**The performance studies reader** / edited by Henry Bial - PN 2041 .A57 P49 2007

### Theater

**Puppetry: a reader in theatre practice** / Penny Francis - forthcoming Fall 2015

**The applied theatre reader** / edited by Tim Prentki and Sheila Preston - PN 2049 .A66 2009

**Theatre** / David Mamet - PN2039.M36 2010

**Theatre of the oppressed** / Augusto Boal - PN2051.B63613 1985